AEROCOM Q-SYSTEM
Staff Experience List Report

In the effort to help the staff working in the aviation industry, we at Aerocom one day decided to offer an online system where the staff can create, keep updated, publish and send via e-mail the own experience list
report. It is called Aerocom Q-System and is offered totally free-of-charge by Aercosystem Sdn Bhd
At www.aerocomsystem.com/q-system you can create an account and load the events remarkable for your
work experience and obtain the report in PDF or Excel format for your professional needs, like for example,
applying to a new job opportunity or when asked by the authority to demonstrate your skill.
Up to 3 different work types can be taken into account if you work in different roles. For example: Certifying

Staff, Maintenance manager and ARS. When you publish the report you can filter for any combination of the
types.
It is also possible to send the report via e-mail directly from within the application.
The report can be signed electronically or manually. Up to four signatures are provided: your signature first,
and then from 1 to 3 signatures of other persons. Usually these latter are managers who have to
countersign your report for validity. If you have the scanned image of the signatures, it is possible to insert
them into the system so that they appears in the right places of the final report. If not, the space for the
manual signature will be left instead.
Obviously, if arrived to read here, you might be interested in this system, but the concern for the privacy can
be harder than the willing to try. We can assure you that in no case we pass data of your account, included
your e-mail address and data about your experience to any third party (unless due to do that for legal
reason). We do not have any interest in your specific data. Our unique interest is to offer a useful tool to the
aviation staff and to give a best possible impression to our clients and potential clients about our
programming ability.
In another way you can create your report in a temporary session that does not save any of the provided
data.
We strongly hope you enjoy this on-line service. Good work from Aerocom.

